
 

 

 

 

SSL -  Student Success / Learning    
Video: Process -  Assessing Impact   

[Three facilitators in an office]     

(FACILITATOR 1:)    I'm a true believer of the before-     and-after approach to measure    
impact. So we've read lots of stories and heard lots of stories about the pre          -assessment.  
And I thought I would talk about maybe what was a little unique for us, was the use               of 
the video as a way to assess our impact.       
And so the video allowed us to document exactly what the teacher was doing in the              
classroom and saying in the lesson. And also at the exact same time, it measured the                 
impact that it was having --     or the effectiveness that that strategy was having with the        
students. Instead of coming back afterwards and saying, "Well, remember what you          
said? I think I remember seeing a kid react to that," the videos allowed us to really             
narrow that down and say, "Look, there's whe      n the teacher said this.     And look at   what  
the teacher --  what the student did in response to that."         
We have awesome experiences of the first time we went into a Grade 10 Applied Math                
class and the first time we tried group work. And how the kids were all o             ver the place   
and not really paying much attention and more interested in scribbling on the piece of                
paper than anything else. And that was good learning for us. And then through the             
practice that had happened between our sessions and the learning we had d          one as  
educators, we went back into that classroom and filmed again. And saw those exact              
same students when were given a piece of paper, get right down to work and do some                
stuff. And that before and after video was a really powerful experience for us to re           ally 
assess the impact of what we're doing.       
The one thing I've learned through this inquiry process is the videos of the teachers and            
what the teachers were doing was an excellent example of the "if" in our inquiry. And in              
then videos of the students captured the "then."       

(FACILITATOR 4:)     We are using pre-    and post-surveys. We're using it for the leaders,        
the teachers, and the students. We initiated that at the beginning of Learning Cycle 1.                
We've done it again at the end of Learning Cycle 1. We'll be do             ing it again in February,      
and then again at the end of Learning Cycle. So we'll have four surveys that we'll be                
able to make comparison and look at changes in both student engagement and            
instructional changes.   

(FACILITATOR 3:)     Thinking about your plan for the evidence that you're going to          
collect is important. And Christ talked about, you know, what is evidence of the "if"             
versus what is evidence of the "then" in the teacher versus the student videos. And I            
would agree that we need to stop        -- and we have stopped and reflected on. So what        
teacher action are we looking at changing? And then how will we know that a change in                 



 
              

 

this action has actually been a success? And then also from the student perspective,             
What is the student outcome we're hoping for as a        result of this inquiry? And then what       
evidence in this pool of all sorts of things that we're collecting will point to changes in              
student outcomes? And so we talk about all the data that's surrounding you and             
available to you in the classroom. But data is          different than evidence. And so you have        
to be really clear, like from that big pool of data what evidence is going to point to the "if"                   
and what evidence is going to point to the "then."          
One of the things that just kind of fell upon was a sentence stem,             "I used to, but now I       --" 
So we just set that up and we just asked teachers through the course of the day as                 
things occurred to you, just go toward --       to the community chalkboard and to just add         
something. And so I actually have some of them here.           
But it was very interesting because at the end of last year when the board researchers              
took a look at these statements that teachers had provided, one of the board           
researchers said, "Oh, my gosh. Just look at the verbs that they used in the 'I used to ...'                 
part." I used to be afraid of. I used to do very little. And then when you looked at the                    
verbs that they were using after the part of the sentence stem that says, "But now I                --" it  
was try, enjoy, embrace. And so that was a nice way to look at the impact that we                had 
through the collaborative inquiries and through our support in terms of changing teacher          
practice.  

(FACILITATOR 2:) My big question is, you know, how am I impacting student's 
achievement? So I'm learning to see the impact on student achievement tha           t someone   
in a role like ours might have in different ways. The indicators are different from when               
you stood in front of your own class. And so I'm looking to understand a bit better that,                 
sort of, chain relationship between me, a classroom teacher, and a            student at a desk.     
And I really do think that it fuels and drives a professional learning cycle when teachers             
can see the impact of their work. And when we measure that impact in a really                
manageable way, via an accessible assessment tool, I do think that w          e get that 
momentum. Or we get that enthusiasm, that positivity about the impact of working all              
together to improve student learning.     
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